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NACSIS Webcat 

総合目録データベース WWW 検索サービス 
 
 
NACSIS Webcat is a national union database for Japanese academic libraries. Beginning with national 
universities, it has grown to include private universities, high schools, and some special libraries. As of May 
31, 2003 there are more than 1000 member libraries listing their catalog holdings in Webcat. The database is 
easy to use, free of charge, and updated daily. While it does not include all libraries and all books held by 
academic/research libraries, it still should be a major resource for a Japanese Studies researchers. 
 
There are currently three faces to Webcat: 
 

1. Webcat Classic – basic web-based catalog. Use this one if you don’t know the kanji for names/words 
in the title and want to search using kana. 

2. Webcat Equals – new and improved catalog – use for searching known items and to get tables of 
contents. 

3. Webcat Plus – new and improved catalog – use when you are beginning a project or looking broadly 
for materials and to get tables of contents. 

 
 
Webcat “Classic”   http://webcat.nii.ac.jp/ 
 
 

 
 

1. Searching by Title or Series Title  

romaji:  toshokan jouhou  
kana:    としょかん or  トショカン  
kanji:  図書館情報  if you are looking for a phrase or  図書館  情報   if you are looking for both words in 
the title  
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2. Searching by Author  

romaji: suzuki miekichi  
kana:  すずき みえきち or  スズキ ミエキチ  
kanji:  鈴木三重吉＊  or  鈴木、三重吉  

You should use the truncation * when you search for an author using kanji when you haven’t used a comma. 
This is because the search engine turns to the statement of responsibility (author, editor, compiler) in the title 
field rather than the indexed list of authors. A search for 鈴木三重吉 or even 鈴木三重吉著  will turn up a 
partial list, whereas 鈴木三重吉* will get everything, including 鈴木三重吉編.  

3. Searching by Publisher  
Publishers must be searched using kanji. If you are not sure of the proper name of the publisher (is it Shobo? or 
Shoten?) you may truncate the search key.  
full name: 岩波書店  
truncated: 岩波＊  
It is impossible to verify a publisher's transliteration using WebCat. You should try searching Waseda 
University Library’s catalog <http://wine.wul.waseda.ac.jp/screens/mainmenu.html> instead because it 
provides kanji, kana, and romaji for each field in a catalog record or the NDL-OPAC < http://opac.ndl.go.jp >, 
which provides kanji and kana in full-display mode.  

4. Searching by Year of Publication  
You must enter the Western date using four digits, e.g. 1868. You may not enter a range of dates nor may you 
truncate a date search.  

5. Standard Number (ISBN, ISSN)  
Standard numbers have applied to all books (ISBN) and serials (ISSN) since the mid-eighties. Book numbers 
consist of ten digits and serial numbers consist of eight digits. Japanese books always begin with the number 4, 
which is the country code for Japan. ISBNs are always listed on books with hyphens, but you do not have to 
input the hyphens in an ISBN search. Either way will retrieve the same information.  
e.g. 4-4204-9607-7  
Japan -- Japan Library Association -- Specific number of book -- check digit  

ISSNs are eight digits, two sets of four digits separated by a hyphen.  

6. Free Word  
This search field will pick up your term wherever it is located, whether in the title, author, publisher, subject, 
or notes fields.  

You can also use this field for searching by subject headings. The easiest way to do this is to find an 
appropriate book by doing an author or title search (keywords) and then looking at the subject headings 
assigned to the book. Copy of of the headings from the record and paste it into the Free Word search field.  
e.g. 児童文学 -- 歴史    This way you will retrieve books on the same topic whether they had those particular 
words in the title or not.  
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This is an example of a display in “classic” 
Webcat.  
Notice the format: 
Title / author <reading of title> 
Place : Publisher, date.month 
Number of pages ; size 
Heading for author (dates) <reading> 
 
Holding libraries 
 
Abbrev. library name, section, call number. 

 
 
 
Webcat Plus  http://webcatplus.nii.ac.jp/ 
 
In the fall of 2002, the National Institute for Information 国立情報研究所

こくりつ じょうほう けんきゅうじょ

 released a new and improved 
version of their public catalog. There are two search interfaces for Webcat Plus: Plus and Equals. Both 
interfaces search the same database and include library holdings information and tables of contents for many 
books published after 1986. Which one you use depends on whether you want to search broadly on a topic or 
narrowly to verify a citation. 
 

 
 
 
 
If you are beginning to explore a new research topic, or perhaps to update your knowledge in an area, you 
should use the Plus interface. Its logo is 連想機能でベストの本探し (use association functions to find the 
best books).   
 
Let’s say, for example that you are looking for books on “The Aesthetics of Toilets” You know the word 美 
for aesthetics, but how many words are there for “toilet”.  What other words should you be using to find 
appropriate materials? 
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Start with words you know, or, write/copy in a passage from a text that is related to your topic. 

 
 
 
You will get a list of likely books beginning with the ones most related to your terms. You may look at these 
books one by one, or, you can recalibrate your search by selecting any of the related terms and terms-used-in-
association-with your specified terms. You can also select books that you feel are appropriate and see more 
like them. This is the “association” feature that helps you to get at the books you really want.  
 

 
 
Having made a number of selections and pressed the search 検索 key, the new search terms are moved up to 
the search box and the revised results are displayed. 
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The results page shows a brief record (title, author, publisher, date, and number of pages. If there is an open 
book (purple icon) that means that table of contents information is available. The pink building icon tell you 
how many libraries own a copy of the book. Clicking on the title will give you bibliographic details, including 
subject headings and classification numbers.   
 

 
 
If you scroll down to the bottom, you will see the reading for the author, subject headings, and classification 
numbers.   
 
Clicking on the link for holdings information will give you a list with abbreviated library names. You can click 
on each abbreviation to see the full name and contact information. 
 

 
 
 
The detail page 図書情報 opens up in a new browser window. You will have to remember to close the detail 
page to return to your previous screen. 
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Webcat Equals 一統検索 
 

 
 
Use this interface when you know exactly what you are looking for and don’t want to be distracted by 
associations. You can do a keyword search or an exact match search for title (say you were looking for a book 
Nihon rekishi 日本歴史 and didn’t want to see thousands of books with the words Nihon rekishi somewhere in 
the title). It is not as precise as the “classic” Webcat because you cannot specify book versus journal, but it is 
also not as overwhelming as Plus. 
 

 
In this search I am quickly able to verify the text in which Tanizaki wrote about toilets because I remembered 
that he used the term kawaya 厠.  
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Even though kawaya isn’t in the title, the term is retrieved from the contents note. 

 
 
Some additional points to consider with both Plus and Equals: 
 You can search names by Katakana but not Hiragana. Put a space between family and personal names. 
 You can search by part of a name or part of a publisher (e.g. Iwanami instead of Iwanami Shoten) 
 
If you don’t know how to read a title, copy the title and paste it into “classic” to get the reading. 
 

  
 
So, which one do you want to use?  It is likely that the classic version will go away, but hopefully not before 
NII (学術情報センター) is able to supply the title information into the new version. 
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